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Your proposed book
Tentative title
Please describe the subject and scope of your book. Give as much detail as is necessary to give a good
understanding of the book and the approach you plan to take. Please highlight any special or unique features.

Why do you believe the book is needed?

Please list up to five key features of your proposed book.
1
2
3
4
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Since it is an e-first books programme we are interested in including multimedia content where it supports the
book. Please supply details of any multimedia that you intend to include and how it supports the work.

Which one of the following best describes your book?
A review: a broad treatment of the discipline accessible to most people working in or entering the field.
A monograph: a detailed treatment on a specific theme.
A handbook: a compilation of key information and principles.
An advanced textbook: a book specifically designed to accompany courses taught at graduate level,

or offered at conferences or through professional bodies.

The Audience
Primary readership
For what audience will this book be a must read?

Secondary readership
For what audience will this book be a might read or a related reading?

Other expected audiences

The Author
Please provide some personal information, including a short biography and contact details.

Title:
Forename:
Surname:
Institute/company:
Country:
E-mail address:
The information supplied by you will be placed in IOP Publishing’s author and user databases. It will be used in connection
with our online services and for marketing purposes. We will take all reasonable measures to prevent unauthorized or unlawful
processing. Please contact data.protection@iop.org if you have any further data-protection requirements. IOP Publishing
is the data controller.
The Institute of Physics (and other companies in its group, including IOP Publishing) may like to send you notifications
in the future about this service.
If you would prefer not to receive these then tick here. We will never rent or sell your e-mail address to any third parties.
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